Inspired by the local ingredients of the Pacific Northwest, Hattaway’s on Alder brings the cooking traditions of the Southeast and rural America to downtown Walla Walla, Washington. Honest food with the charm of Southern hospitality. Family owned and operated, Chef Richard Hattaway runs the back of the house while wife Lindsay runs the front of the house. Both hail from the South and take great pride in sharing their southern traditions and hospitality through food and drink.

Restaurant Month Menu:

First Course: Smoked Fish Toast, Citrus Pork Balsas, or Grilled Radicchio Salad
Second Course: Guajillo Braised Beef Short Rib, Shrimp Etouffee, or Roasted Tomato Spaetzle | Third Course: Buttermilk Oreo Tart

Make your reservation here!

*Menus are subject to change